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The Presidium of the Supreme Soviet USSR, in commemoration of the 50th anniversary of International Women's Day, for distinguished achievements in labor and especially productive social activity, has conferred the honorary title of Hero of Socialist Labor along with the Order of Lenin and the "Hammer and Sickle" Gold Medal to 253 women -- outstanding persons in industry, agriculture, science, and culture, and eminent social workers.

Among the Heroes of Socialist Labor are:

PUCHKOVSKAYA, Nadezhda Aleksandrovna -- Director of the Ukrainian Experimental Institute of Eye Diseases and Skin Therapy imeni Filatov, in Odessa.

CHEBOTAREVA, Aleksandra Ivanovna -- Head physician of the Kraskov Rural District Hospital, Lyuberetskiy Rayon, Moskovskaya Oblast.

In commemoration of the 50th anniversary of International Women's Day, and marking the active participation of women of the Soviet Union in the building of Communism and their merits on behalf of the Soviet Government, the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet USSR, in its decree of 7 March 1960, conferred upon outstanding women representatives of industry and agriculture, scientists, cultural workers, and workers of party, soviet, trade-union, Komsomol, and other organizations, the following awards: to 2,380 persons, the Order of Lenin; to 2,652 persons, the Order of Labor Red Banner; to 1,412 persons, the Order of the "Badge of Honor"; and to 3,616 persons, the Medal "For Labor Valor." Included in this number are workers in public health and the medical industry:

Moscow and Moskovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: BLINOVA, Anastasiya Ivanovna -- shop superintendent at Chemical-Pharmaceutical Factory No. 1; VASYUKOVA, Yekaterina Alekseyevna -- Editor of the newspaper Meditsinskiy Rabotnik; GRIGOR'YEVA, Nadezhda Nikolayevna -- Deputy Minister of Public Health RSFSR; MITYATKO, Raisa Sergeyevna -- District physician at Hospital No. 30, Proletarskiy Rayon, Moscow; PETRISHCHEVA, Polina Andreyevna -- Corresponding member of the Academy of Medical Sciences of the USSR, head of a department at the Institute imeni N. F. Gamalei of the Academy of Medical Sciences USSR; FYL'TSOVA, Antonina Matveevna -- Head physician at Moscow City Clinical Hospital of Infectious Diseases No. 2; PUSHKAREVA, Antonina Zakharovna -- Head of Polyclinic No. 2, city of Tushino.
ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: AL'VARES, Barsona Laudina — Physician at the oblast Tuberculosis Scientific Research Institute; BAULINA, Nadeshda Vasil'evna — District physician at the City Clinical Hospital imeni Pirogov; BULKINA, Irina Gerasimovna — Docent of a chair at the First Moscow Medical Institute imeni I. M. Sechenov; KOVRIGINA, Marya Dmitriyevna — Director of the Central Institute For Advanced Training Of Physicians of the Ministry of Public Health USSR; LAZAREVA, Aleksandra Semenovna — Head physician of the Maternity Home of the city of Yegor'yevsk; LAPINA, Antonina Ivanovna — Chief Inspector of the Administration of Specialized Medical Assistance of the Ministry of Public Health USSR; MAYORCHIK, Varvara Yavstaf'yevna — Senior scientific worker at the Scientific Research Institute of Neurosurgery imeni N. N. Burdenko of the Academy of Medical Sciences USSR; MASLYAYEVA, Nataliya Stepanovna — Deputy head physician of the Psychoneurological City Clinical Hospital imeni Kashchenko; NOVIKOVA, Lyudmila Aleksseyevna — Head of a section at the Central Oncological Institute imeni Gertsen; PETROVA, Yelena Nikolayevna — Head of the Central Laboratory of the Fourth Main Administration under the Ministry of Public Health USSR; POSPELOVA, Galina Nikolayevna — Director of the Central Institute of Health Resort Science; PSHENITSINA, Yelizaveta Aleksandrovna — Physician at the Glukhov Maternity Hospital, Noginskiy Rayon; SKORNYAKOVA, Lidiya Konstantinovna — Chief of an Administration of the Ministry of Public Health RSFSR; SOYFER, Zoya Abramovna — Head of a section at the Podolskiy City Hospital No. 1; SOKOLOVA, Mariya Ivanovna — Forewoman at the Mozhaysk Medical Instrument Factory; CHAYNIKOVA, Ol'ga Pavlovna — Head of the surgery section at a hospital in the city of Dubna.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": GALKINA, Kapitolina Ivanovna — Head of the Therapeutic section of a hospital in Mitishchinskiy Rayon; GARANINA, Anna Vasil'yevna — Senior nurse of Children's Nursery No. 3 at the Artificical Fiber Combine, city of Klin; DVORNICHENKO, Mariya Fedorovna — Chairman of the Moscow City Committee of the Red Cross Society; ZVEREVA, Yefrosin'ya Semenovna — Senior nurse at the hospital of the Fourth Main Administration under the Ministry of Public Health USSR; KORINA', Lyudmila Nikolayevna — Head of Pharmacy No. 25, city of Moscow; LEVASHOVA, Ol'ga Flegont'yevna — Head of the children's section at the Kashirskiy Rayon Hospital; PETROSYAN, Margarita Grigor'yevna — Chief therapist at Kolomenskiy City Hospital; PINEDO, Dies Karmen — Worker of the Executive Committee of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies of the USSR; ROZHKOVA, Mariya Fominichna — Senior nurse at the Hospital imeni Botkin; SERDYUKOVSKAYA, Galina Nikolayevna — Secretary of the Party Committee of the Ministry of Public Health USSR; SIROTKINA, Mariya Gavrilovna — Director of the Second Moscow Medical Institute; SKORYUKOVA, Apolinarya Aleksandrovna — Deputy chairman of the
Central Committee of the Red Cross Society of the RSFSR; SOLOV'YEVA, Nadezhda Mikhaylovna — Head of Children's Nursery No. 125, city of Moscow; STOTSENKO, Yelizaveta Vasil'yevna — Physician-therapist at the Elektrostal' City Hospital; SHISHOVA, Antonina Mikhaylovna — Staff Worker of the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": VINOGADOVA, Anastasiya Konstantinovna — Senior inspector of children's institutions; MALININA, Raisu Ivanovna — Resident physician-surgeon at Children's Clinical Hospital No. 1, city of Moscow; MUSHTAKOVA, Vera Alekseyevna — Head physician at the Children's Hospital of Infectious Diseases, city of Lyublino; PONOMAREVA, Antonina Semenovna — Worker at the Chemical-Pharmaceutical Factory imeni 8 Mart; SOLOV'YEVA, Mariya Akimovna — Senior inspector of an administration of the Ministry of Public Health RSFSR; FOMINA, Aleksandra Andreyevna — Deputy head of the city department of public health; CHUBCHIKOVA, Tat'yana Petrovna — Chairman of the Moskovskaya Oblast Committee of the Red Cross; YUDAKHINA, Aleksandra Danilovna — a Orderly at Moscow City Clinical Hospital No. 4.
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Leningradskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BELYAYEVA, Nina Grigor'yevna — Head of the Surgical Section at the hospital of Kingiseppskiy Rayon; GLINSKAYA, Yekaterina Prokof'yevna — Head of a section at a hospital in Frunzenskiy Rayon; GOLIKOVA, Valentina Grigor'yevna — Chairman of the Leningradskaya Oblast Committee of the Trade-Union of Medical Workers; KAPRALOVA, Sof'ya Vasil'yevna — Physician at the Tosnenskiy Rayon Hospital; SMOTRINA, Susanna Pavlovna — Physician at the Alekhovshchinskiy Hospital, Lodeynopol'skiy Rayon; SHVAYEVA, Anna Dmitriyevna — Head physician at the Children's Hospital of Dzerzhinskiy Rayon, city of Leningrad.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": SYRNIKOVA, Zoya Ivanovna — Head of a section at the Children's Poliomyelitis Sanatorium.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BELYAYEVA, Vera Vladimirovna — Nurse at the naval hospital; KOROTIYENKO, Lyudmila Ivanovna — Physician at Volkhostroyevskiy Railroad Hospital; MAMYSHEVA, Yevdokiya Vladimirovna — Head physician at the hospital imeni Kuybyshev; CHERNYKH, Lyudmila Ivanovna — District physician at Polyclinic No. 5, Smol'ninskiy Rayon.

Altayskiy Kray

ORDER OF LENIN: KAPUSTINA, Tat'yana Mikhaylovna — Physician at Zav'yalovskiy Rayon Hospital.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: PLATONOVA, Yekaterina Pavlovna — Docent of a chair at the Altay Medical Institute.

Krasnodarskiy Kray

ORDER OF LENIN: OCHAPOVSKAYA, Nadezhda Vasil'yevna — Docent of a chair at the Kubanskiy Medical Institute.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: VLADIMIROVA, Zinaida Yakovlevna — Senior scientific worker at the Institute of Health Resort Science, city of Sochi; KELINA, Dar'ya Yakovlevna — Head of the Medical sector at Nekrasovskiy Stanitsa, Ust'-Lazarevskiy Rayon.
ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": PERSHINA, Irina Antonovna -- Children's consultation nurse of Lazarevskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": VLASOVA, Polina Ivanovna -- Head of the Therapeutic section at City Hospital No. 2, city of Sochi; KOSTYUK, Natal'ya Grigor'evna -- Head of the Gelendzhikskiy Rayon Department of Public Health; KUDAKTINA, Aza Polikarpovna -- Physician at the Tbilisskiy Rayon Hospital; FOTOSYAN, Anastasiya Grigor'evna -- Head of the district hospital at Novo-Rozhdestvenskiy Village, Tikhoretskiy Rayon.

Krasnoyarskiy Kray

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: RYGASOVA, Galina Pavlovna -- Physician of the Kucherovskiy Medical District, Nizhne-Ingashkiy Rayon; TERAMINO, Yelizaveta Ivanovna -- Chief surgeon of the sanitation service of the Administration of the Krasnoyarsk Railroad.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": SOLDATOVA, Antonina Fedorovna -- Children's physician at the Partizanskiy Rayon Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KVASHNINA, Svetlana Pavlovna -- Technologist at the medical drug factory, city of Krasnoyarsk; OBUKHOVA, Ol'ga Petrovna -- Head physician at the Krutoyarsk Sovkhoz Hospital, Berezovskiy Rayon.

Primorskiy Kray

ORDER OF LENIN: GISICH, Mariya Fominichna -- Head physician at Children's Hospital No. 1, city of Vladivostok.

ORDER OF THE LABOR RED BANNER: POPOVA, Vera Vasil'yevna -- Head of the Infectious Disease Section, Artem City Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": GRIGOR'YEVA, Anna Matveyevna -- Chairman of the Primorskiy Kray Committee of the Trade-Union of Medical Workers; DIKOVA, Anna Agapovna -- Orderly at Barabashskiy Hospital, Khasanskiy Rayon; MAZINA, Mariya Fedorovna -- Senior nurse at Primorskiy Kray Hospital.

Stavropol'skiy Kray

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: RACHINSKAYA, Anastasiya Borisovna -- Worker at the Kislovodskiy Narsan Factory.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": LITVYAKOVA, Klavdiya Andreyevna -- Head physician of Arzgirskiy Rayon.
Khabarovskiy Kray

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: TRUSOVA, Anna Aleksandrovna -- Section head at Hospital No. 4, city of Komsomol'sk-na-Amur.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BIBIK, Anna Petrovna -- Senior nurse at the Infectious Disease Hospital, city of Khabarovsk; KAGOCHKINA, Antonina Grigor'yevna -- Official at the chemical-pharmaceutical factory, city of Khabarovsk.

Amurskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: VOYTSEKHOVSKAYA, Yadviga Valer'yevna -- Head of the neurological section, Amurskaya Oblast Hospital.

Arkhangelskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: GRISHANINA, Mariya Grigor'yevna -- Doctor of Medical Sciences, Docent of the Chair of Microbiology, Arkhangelsk Medical Institute.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: SIDEL'NIKOVA, Kapitolina Ivanovna -- Head physician of Sol'vychegodskiy Hospital.

Astrakhanskaya Oblast

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": SAPOZHNICOVA, Klavdiya Aleksandrovna -- Head of the Astrakhanskaya Oblast Department of Public Health.

Bryanskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: GAYNANOVA, Fauziya Mukhamed Gorifovna -- Chief obstetrician-gynecologist, Bryanskaya Oblast Department of Public Health; SEBOYEVA, Zinaida Vasil'yevna -- Head of the Bryanskaya Oblast Department of Public Health.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": OLEYNIK, Tamara Artem'yevna -- Chairman of the Bryanskaya Oblast Committee of the Trade-Union of Medical Workers.
MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": FROLOVA, Nina Gavrilovna -- Physician at the Surazhkiy Rayon Hospital.

Vladimirskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: BUZINA, Pelageya Sergeyevna -- Head Physician at the Murom City Hospital.

Vologodskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: RUBINOVA, Ol'ga Nikolayevna -- Head of the surgery section, Cherepovetskiy City Hospital.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BELYAKOVA, Anna Anempodistovna -- Head of the Pogorelovskiy District Hospital, Totemskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": SOROKINA, Aleksandra Aleksandrovna -- Orderly at Chagodoshchenskiy Posolek Hospital; KHALMOGOROVA, Galina Vasil'yevna -- Senior hospital nurse.

Voronezhskaya Oblast

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": POPOVA, Anna Andreyevna -- District physician at Hospital No. 14, city of Voronezh.

Gor'kovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: BASHKOVA, Yelena Fedorovna -- Physician at the Shutilovskiy District Hospital, Pervomayskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KALASHNIKOVA, Nina Alekseyevna -- Head physician at the city oncological dispensary, city of Dzerzhinsk; KLIMOVA, Nina Yaroslavovna -- Director of the oblast blood transfusion station; LUKINA, Alevtina Ivanovna -- Head of the department of public health of Avtozavodsk Rayon, city of Gor'kiy; TORCPOVA, Antonina Andreyevna -- Head of the Krasno-Gorsk obstetrical assistance medical station, Kzyl-Oktyabr'skiy Rayon.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": SHESTAKOVA, Taisiya Kuz'minichna -- Head of the children's section at Hospital No. 19, city of Gor'kiy.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": NOVOZHILOVA, Mariya Ivanovna -- Physician at the city anti-tuberculosis dispensary, city of Dzerzhinsk; SAVINOVA, Aleksandra Ivanovna -- Orderly at the oblast anti-tuberculosis dispensary; SMIRNOVA, Yekaterina Vasil'yevna -- Head physician at Hospital No. 3, city of Gor'kiy.
Ivancyskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: UZHINOM, Yelizaveta Petrovna — Professor, Doctor of Medical Sciences, deputy director of the Medical Institute, city of Ivanovo.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: ALESHNOKOVA, Zoya Petrovna — Head physician at Voznesensk Rayon Hospital, Savinskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR"; VAVULINA, Nina Nikolayevna — Head of the Ivanovo Oblast Department of Public Health.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": SAMOYLOVA, Valentina Nikolayevna — Senior surgery nurse at the Second City Hospital, city of Ivanovo.

Irkutskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BAZILEVSKAYA, Zoya Vasil'yevna — Director of the Irkutsk Scientific Research Institute of Traumatology and Orthopedics.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR: VOL'SKAIA, Maina Grigor'evna — Head of the Sherebuls'kii Medical District, Tulunskiy Rayon; KLIMENTOVA, Yelena Grigor'evna — Hospital nurse.

Kaliningradskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: AFANAS'YEVA, Nadezhda Fedorovna — Head of the Therapeutic section at Central Rayon Hospital, city of Kaliningrad.

Kalinskiy Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: PONOMAREVA, Lyudmila Arkad'evna — Head physician at Hospital No. 5, city of Kalinin; KHOMULLO, Galina Vasil'evna — associate professor of the biology department at the Kalinin State Medical Institute; SHMELEVA, Yekaterina Andreyevna — Head of the Petrovskiy District Hospital, Sonkovskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": PROKOF'YEVA, Yefrosin'ya Prokof'yevna — Orderly at Toropetskiy Hospital, city of Toropets.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KAPITONOVA, Lidiya Yakovlevna — Head physician at Kozlovskiy District Hospital, Spirovskiy Rayon.
Kaluzhskaya Oblast

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": IVANOVA, Antonina Maksimovna -- Physician at Obninskiy City Hospital.

Kamchatkskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KHOMCHENKO, Stanislava Petrovna -- Head of the surgery section at the oblast hospital, city of Petropavlovsk-Kamchatskiy.

Kemerovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: KUZNETSOVA, Mirra Sergeyevna -- Head of the surgery section at Prokop'yevskiy City Hospital; SHERSEPESKAYA, Ol'ga Isaakovna -- Doctor of Medical Sciences, head of a department at the Stalinsk Institute For the Advanced Training of Physicians.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: ANTOSHKINA, Galina Ivanovna -- Head physician at Children's Hospital No. 6, city of Stalinsk; GERASIMOVA, Antonina Konstantinovna -- equipment worker at the Anzherskiy Chemical-Pharmaceutical Factory; KOCHKAYEVA, Mariya Prokop'yevna -- Orderly at Leninsk-Kuznetskiy City Hospital.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": GORBUNOVA, Mariya Nesterovna -- Head of the Kemerovskaya Oblast Department of Public Health.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": AFANAS'YEVA, Nina Mikhaylovna -- Nurse at Izhnorskiy Rayon Hospital; KOLTUN, Inessa Tikhonovna -- Physician-surgeon at Tyazhinskiy Rayon Hospital; TIMOF'EYeva, Lidiya Ivanovna -- Head physician at "Severnaya" Mines Hospital, city of Kemerovo.

Kirovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: NIKITINA, Anfisa Semenovna -- Head of the maternity section at Omutninskiy Rayon Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": VAGNER, Vera Yevgen'yevna -- Physician-pediatrician, city of Kirov.

Kostromskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: GALKINA, Aleksandra Mikhaylovna -- Head physician at Buy City Hospital.
MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": UYEZDINA, Klavdiya Ivanovna -- head of the Kostromskaya Oblast Department of Public Health.

Kuybyshevskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: MAKIYENKO, Mariya Aleksandrovna -- associate professor of a department at the medical institute, city of Kuybyshev.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KONOVALOVA, Evdokiya Alekseyevna -- Obstetrician at Avgustovskiy District Hospital, Bol'she-Chernigovskiy Rayon; SABLINA, Mariya Aleksandrovna -- Head physician at the oblast united hospital of oil-industry workers.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": VORONOVA, Lyubov' Khatskelevna -- Physician at the United Hospital No. 1, city of Kuybyshev; YASINSKAYA, Ol'ga Vyacheslavovna -- Physician at the "Sergiyevskiy Mineral'nye Vody" ("Sergiev Mineral Waters") health resort, Sergiyevskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": ANDREYEVA, Anna Petrovna,-- Orderly at the oblast oncological dispensary; DALETSKAYA, Ol'ga Ivanovna -- Chairman of the Kuybyshevskaya Oblast Committee of the Trade-Union of Medical Workers; KOLOSKOVA, Aleksandra Georgiyevna -- Senior nurse at the military hospital.

Kurganskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: MOCHENOVA, Zinaida Ivanovna -- Physician of Proryvinskiy Medical District, Zverinogolovskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": KOLCHINA, Yelizaveta Arsent'yevna -- Orderly at Shadrinsk City Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": UTKOVA, Klavdiya Donatovna -- Nurse at the city hospital, city of Kurgan.

Kurskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KHIZHNYAKOVA, Klavdiya Ivanovna -- Head of a department, professor at the Kursk Medical Institute.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": TOKAREVA, Anna Nikolayevna -- Physician at Ploskovskiy District Hospital, Solntsevskiy Rayon.

Lipetskaya Oblast

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": DEMIDENKO, Yekaterina Petrovna -- Head physician at the oblast stomatological polyclinic.
MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KLEYMENOVA, Anna Dmitriyevna -- Physician at a hospital of Izmalkovskiy Rayon.

Magadanskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: POLYANSKAYA, Valentina Ivanovna -- Physician at the rayon hospital, Beringovskiy Rayon, Chukotsk National Okrug.

Murmanskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: SIZEMSKAYA, Yelena Ivanovna -- Head of the surgery section at Monchegorsk City Hospital.

Novgorodskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: TROITSKAYA, Natal'ya Mikhaylovna -- Physician at Novgorod Polyclinic No. 1.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": MININA, Yevdokiya Ivanovna -- Head of the Krivetskiy Dispensary, Belebelkovskiy Rayon.

Novosibirskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: VOROB'EYVA, Neonila Nikolayevna -- Professor, head of a department at the Novosibirsk Medical Institute; LEDOVSKIKH, Antonina Borisovna -- Nurse at Tuberculosis Dispensary No. 11.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KIREYEVA, Zinaida Aleksandrovna -- Head physician at Novosibirskaya Oblast City Hospital.

Omskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BISYARINA, Valentina Pavlovna -- Head of the department of children's diseases at the Omsk Medical Institute.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": TEL'NOVA, Vera Kuz'minichna -- Hospital orderly.

Orenburgskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: SIMAGINA, Vera Aleksandrovna -- Head of a department, Doctor of Medical Sciences, professor at the Orenburg Medical Institute.
ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: IVANOVA, Mariya Gavrilovna -- Deputy head of the Orenburgskaya Oblast Department of Public Health; CHULKOVA, Lidiya Luk'yanyovna -- Physician at the Zinyanchurskiy District Hospital, Kuvandykskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": FROLOVA, Nina Grigor'evna -- Laundress at Kirovskiy Rayon Hospital, city of Orenburg.

Orlovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: TSUKANOVA, Yevdokiya Pavlovna -- Head obstetrician-gynecologist of the Orlovskaya Oblast Department of Public Health.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KRUGLAYA, Zinaida Iosifovna -- Head physician at the city children's hospital, city of Orel; NAZAROVA, Nonna Timof'eyevna -- Head of the children's surgery section at Orel Oblast Hospital; OMEKH, Zoya Mikhaylovna -- Head physician of Znamenskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KHOROSHILOVA, Dar'ya Stepanovna -- Director of the Orlovskaya Oblast Pharmacy Administration.

Penzenskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: VUKOLIKOVA, Antonina Georgiyevna -- Head of the surgery section at Penza Oblast Hospital.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: TOLMAZOVA, Klavdiya Mikhaylovna -- Head physician at Bekovskiy Rayon Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BAZHANOVA, Yefimiya Vasil'yevna -- Orderly at the hospital of infectious diseases, city of Penza; TOROPTSEVA, Aleksandra Georgiyevna -- Chairman of the Penzenskaya Oblast Committee of the Trade-Union of Medical Workers.

Permskaya Oblast

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BERESNEVA, Aleksandra Prokop'yevna -- Physician at Permskaya Oblast Hospital No. 2; DALADANOVA, Faina Yakovlevna -- Surgeon at Pavlovskiy Hospital, Ocherskiy Rayon; NOZDRINA, Valentina Dem'yanovna -- Deputy head of the Permskaya Oblast Department of Public Health; POPOVA, Viktoriya Vasil'yevna -- Head of a section at Permskaya Oncological Dispensary; CHEMBARTSEVA, Anna Mikhaylovna -- Head of a section at the city hospital, city of Gremyachinsk.
Pskovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: BAL'SIS, Mariya Adamovna -- Head physician at Ostrovskiy Maternity Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": NIKANDROVA, Nina Vasil’yevna -- Head of a dispensary, Bezhanitskiy Rayon.

Rostovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: RUMYANTSEVA, Anna Simonovna -- District physician at Rostov City Hospital No. 1.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": GOROBTSOVA, Nina Semenovna -- Physician at Tsimlyanskiy Rayon Hospital; CHEREDNIKOVA, Ol’ga Dmitriyevna -- Senior surgical nurse at Dubovskiy Rayon Hospital.

Ryazanskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: LYAKINA, Aleksandra Nikitichna -- Head physician at Ryazanskaya Oblast Osseous-Tuberculosis Hospital.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: DRONOVA, Mariya Ivanovna -- Head physician at Skopinskiy Hospital; LEBEDEVA, Yevgeniya Vasil’yevna -- Physician at Ryazanskaya Oblast Hospital No. 2; MOKHOVA, Mariya Semenovna -- Head physician at Ryazan Oblast Tuberculosis Dispensary; POKROVSKAYA, Aleksandra Vasil’yevna -- Head of the children’s section at Ryazanskaya Oblast Hospital imeni Semashko.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": RUDAKOVA, Mariya Georgiyevna -- Head of Ryazan City Department of Public Health.

Saratovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: MOSKALEVA, Lyudmila Nikolayevna -- Physician at the First City Hospital imeni Lenin, city of Saratov.

Sakhalinskaia Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: GAPONOVA, Zoya Ivanovna -- District physician at the village of Lyuga, Rybnovskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KRAVTSOVA, Antonina Semenovna -- Head of a section at the maternity hospital, city of Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk.
Sverdlovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KRUTIKOVA, Kseniya Aleksandrovna -- Head physician at the maternity hospital, city of Irbit; LEBEDEVA, Ol'ga Akimovna -- Head physician at the hospital, city of Nizhniy Tagil; MILYUTINA, Yelizaveta Ivanovna -- Head of the Sverdlovsk City Department of Public Health; NOVAK, Antonina Ivanovna -- Physician-surgeon at Taborinskiy Rayon Hospital; TESTOVA, Lyudmila Veniaminovna -- Equipment worker at the chemical-pharmaceutical factory, city of Sverdlovsk.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": VEDERNIKOVA, Natal'ya Ivanovna -- Orderly at Sverdlovsk City Clinical Hospital No. 1.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BURKOVA, Yevgeniya Vasil'yevna -- Physician at the hospital, city of Nizhnyaya Tura; MAYKOVA, Lyubov' Yefimovna -- Senior nurse at Sazhinskiy Rayon Hospital; SURIKOVA, Valentina Nikolayevna -- Head of a section at Nizhne-Serginskiy Rayon Hospital.

Smolenskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: PETRYAYEVA, Anna Timofeyevna -- Professor at the Smolensk Medical Institute.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: TOLKACHEVA, Galina Nikolayevna -- Physician at Yartsevskiy City Hospital.

Stalingradskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BARANOVA, Yevdokiya Andreyevna -- Head physician at the hospital-polyclinic of Stalinskiy Rayon, city of Stalingrad.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": MARCHENKO, Yekaterina Konstantinovna -- Physician at Zhdanovskiy Rayon Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": MOROZOVA, Zinaida Vasil'yevna -- Resident physician of a military unit; PROKHKOROVA, Vera Ivanovna -- head of the children's nursery, city of Mikhaylovka.

Tambovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: SHARANDINA, Serafima Vladimirovna -- head physician at Degtyanskiy District Hospital, Sosnovskiy Rayon.
ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": GROBOVA, Aleksandra Vladimirovna -- Chief of the therapeutic section at the hospital, city of Tambov.

Tomskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: YEMEL'YANOVA, Yelizaveta Aleksandrovna -- Associate professor at the Tomsk Medical Institute; UFIMTSEVA, Valentina Aleksandrovna -- Head physician at Novo-Nikol'skij Hospital, Aleksandrovskiy Rayon.

Tuvinskaya Autonomous Oblast

ORDER OT LENIN: KARAKAY, Irina Vladimirovna -- Physician-phthisiologist at the oblast tuberculosis dispensary.

Tul'skaya Oblast

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": ANDREYEVA, Natal'ya Borisovna -- Orderly at Children's Hospital No. 1, Stalinogorsk Rayon; POLIKARPOVA, Yekaterina Sergeyevna -- Orderly at the rayon section of the Central Maternity Hospital, city of Tula.

Tyumenskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BACHERNIKOVA, Anna Vasil'yevna -- Head of the therapeutic section at Tyumen'skaya Oblast Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": UTROBINA, Vera Vladimirovna -- Resident physician of the surgical section at Tyumen'skaya Oblast Hospital.

Ul'yanovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: IVANINA, Nina Ivanovna -- Physician at Slavkinskij District Hospital, Nikolayevsk Rayon; RABBO, Lyudmila Robertovna -- Physician at Krestovo-Gorodishchenskiy District Hospital, Cherdaklinskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": MEL'NIKOVA, Nine Aleksandra -- chairman of the Ul'yanovskaya Oblast Committee of the Trade-Union of Medical Workers.

Chelyabinskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KOSTYLEVA, Valentina Kuz'minichna -- Chief pediatrician of Chelyabinskaya Oblast; STROYEVA, Tat'yana Ivanovna -- Deputy head physician at Chelyabinsk City Clinical Hospital.
ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": MEDVEDEVA, Nadezhda Stepanovna -- Senior nurse of the medical-sanitation section, city of Chelyabinsk.

Chitinskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: BYSTROVA, Aleksandra Vasil'evna -- Physician at Darasunskiy Hospital, Karymskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": SYUTKINA, Yelizaveta Alek-sandrovna -- Head of a department at Chita Medical Institute.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BALSHOVA, Zoya Ivanovna -- Hospital physician.

Yaroslavskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: TITOVA, Aleksandra Ivanovna -- Professor, head of a department at the medical institute, city of Yaroslav.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: MISHULINA, Vera Nikolayevna -- Head of a section at the hospital, city of Rybinsk.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KOMLEVA, Lyudmila Mikhaylovna -- Physician at the city hospital imeni Solov'yev, city of Yaroslav.

Bashkirskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: SMIRNOVA, Valentina Alekseyevna -- Professor, head of a department at Bashkirskiy Medical Institute.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KOROTKOVA, Yelena Nikolayevna -- Physician at the republic psychiatric hospital, city of Ufa; SAVEL'YEVA, Ol'ga Vasil'yevna -- Head of the Bishkainskiy Obstetrical Assistance Medical Station, Aurgazinskiy Rayon.

Buryatskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LENIN: BADMAYEVA, Zadi Badmayevna -- Deputy head physician at the republic hospital.

Dagestanskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LENIN: MAGOMAYEVA, Zaynab Shakhirudinovna -- Deputy head physician of the rayon medical union, Botikhskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: ISAYEVA, Madikhat Mikhaylovna -- Head of a department at Dagestan Medical Institute.
ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": MAGOMEDOVA, Ayshat Magomedovna -- Minister of Public Health, Dagestan ASSR.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": ISAYEVA, Yelena Medzhidovna -- Obstetrician at Aktsh-Kardonskiy Rural Hospital, Khasavyurtovskiy Rayon.

Kabardino-Balkarskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: SHOGENOVA, Vera Shakhimovna -- Minister of Public Health, Kabardino-Balkarskaya ASSR.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": GERZHANOVICE, Sof'ya Semenovna -- Head of the polyclinic section of the children's unit, Kabardino-Balkarskaya Republic Hospital.

Karelskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KOLMAKOVA, Valentina Aleksandrovna -- Head of the surgery section at Petrozavodsk City Hospital.

Komi ASSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BRATINKOVA, Anna Ivanovna -- Physician at Vizingskiy Rayon Hospital, Sysol'skiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": SHPANOVA, Tat'yana Arsen'yevna -- Deputy Minister of Public Health, Komi ASSR.

Mariyskaya ASSR

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": SHEVNINA, Dar'ya Ivanovna -- Orderly at Yoshkar-Olivskiy City Hospital.

Mordovskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: STROGANOVA, Margarita Fedorovna -- Minister of Public Health, Mordovskaya ASSR.

Severo-Osetinskaya ASSR


Tatarskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LENIN: DAMINNOVA, Munira Lutfullovna -- Head physician at Menzelinskiy Trachoma Dispensary.
ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: IVANTSOVA, Klavdiya Fedorovna -- Head physician at Polyclinic No. 4, city of Kazan'.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": YARMUKHAMETOVA, Raisu Yunusovna -- Minister of Public Health, Tatarskaya ASSR.

Udmurtskaya ASSR

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": RANNEVA, Varvara Andreyevna -- Physician at Karsovayskiy Rayon Hospital.

Checheno-Ingushskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LENIN: DAGAYEVA, Aleksandra Vasil'yevna -- Minister of Public Health, Checheno-Ingushskaya ASSR.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KODZOYEVA, Tamara Bersanovna -- Deputy head of the Groznenskiy City Department of Public Health.

Chuvashskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: TIMOSHENKO, Galina Ivanovna -- Head physician at Arabosinskiy District Hospital, Urmarskiy Rayon; FADEYEVA, Anastasiya Faddeyevna -- Head pediatrician of the Ministry of Public Health, Chuvashskaya ASSR.

Yakutskaya ASSR

ORDER OF LENIN: NEUSTROYEVA, Aleksandra Mikhaylovna -- Head of a section at the rayon hospital, Ust'-Mayskiy Rayon.

UKRAINIAN SSR

Vinnitskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BITCHENKO, Aleksandra Fedorovna -- Head of the surgery section at Tul'chinskiy Rayon Hospital; GORETSKAYA, Kseniya Zakharovna -- Head physician at the oblast antituberculosis dispensary, city of Vinnitsa; PANEVA, Valentina Alekseyevna -- Head of a chair at Vinnitsa Medical Institute.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": ZHUTKOVA, Aleksandra Mitrofanovna -- Medical assistant at Mikhaylovskiy District Hospital, Bershadskiy Rayon; REVAZOVA, Ol'ga Mitrofanovna -- Obstetrician at Sugak Village Dispensary, Mogilev-Podol'skiy Rayon.
Volynskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BEZNOSENKO, Mariya Pavlovna -- Deputy head physician of Lyubeshovskiy Rayon; VOZNESENSKAYA, Yevgeniya Nikolayevna -- Senior resident physician of the surgery section at the hospital, city of Lutsk.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": MEDVEDEVA, Anna Vasil'yevna -- Head of the children's room at the oblast tuberculosis dispensary.

Dnepropetrovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: GAVRISHEVA, Yuliya Illiodorovna -- District physician of Gulyay-Pol'skiy Medical District, Shchorskiy Rayon; KRYZHANOVS'KAYA', Inna Illarionovna -- Head of a department at Dnepropetrovsk Medical Institute; SEREGINA, Galina Ivanovna -- Head physician at Dnepropetrovsk City Hospital No. 3.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": PETROVA, Mariya Arsen'evna: Physician of the Dnepropetrovskaya Oblast Medical-Sanitary Administration.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": LYPACHEVA, Anna Pavlovna: Head of hospital, city of Dnepropetrovsk; PARSHTUTA, Kseniya Ustinovna, Physician of the Ore Administration imeni Ordzhonikidze, city of Krivoy Rog.

Zhitomirskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KRASH'KOMOVETS, Vera Nikolayevna -- Head of a section at the oblast hospital; MATYUKHINA, Agiya Stepanovna -- Head of a district hospital, Popel'nyanskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BUDNIKOVA, Tat'yana Iosifovna -- Head of a section at Radomyshl'skiy Rayon Hospital.

Zakarpatskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: LEVKOVA, Nadezhda Alekseyevna -- Dean of the medical faculty at Uzhgorodskiy State University.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": OVECHKINA, Yevgeniya Trifonovna -- Head of an office at Perechinskiy Rayon Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": SHAGUR, Raisu Fedorovna -- Head of the obstetrical-assistance medical station at Zavadok village, Volovetskiy Rayon.
Zaporozhska Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: DZHIGURDA, Ol'ga Petrovna -- Physician at the oblast tuberculosis dispensary; LOSITSKAYA, Vera Aleksseyevna -- Head of a department at the Zaporozhskaya Institute For the Advanced Training of Physicians.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": BOBROVA, Mariya Mitrofanovna -- Deputy head physician at Veselovskiy Rayon Hospital; FILIPPOVA, Yevgeniya Aleksandrovna -- Head physician at the First City Hospital, city of Zaporozh'ye.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": MART'YANOVA, Mariya Fedorovna -- Nurse at the second City Hospital, city of Zaporozh'ye.

Kievskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: YEFREMOVA, Zinaida Fedorovna -- Brigade leader at the medical drug factory, city of Kiev.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: PASHCHENKO, Mariya Ivanovna -- Head of the surgery section at Oktyabr'skiy Hospital, city of Kiev; POZDNYAKOVA, Nina Vasil'evna -- Senior resident physician at the Kievskaya Oblast Hospital; STEPAN'KOVA, Anna Stepanovna -- Head physician at the maternity hospital, city of Kiev; KHOKHOL, Yelena Nikolayevna -- Head of a department at the Kiev Medical Institute.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": BILAY, Vera Iosifovna -- Laboratory instructor at the Institute of Microbiology of the Academy of Sciences Ukrainian SSR; YESIPENKO, Larisa Yevtikhievna -- Chairman of the republic committee of the Trade-Union of Medical Workers; MEDYANIK, Raizu Vasil'yevna -- Chief of the administration of the Ministry of Public Health; PANCHENKO, Valentina Alekseyevna -- Chairman of the Central Committee of the Red Cross Society of the Ukraine; YASTREMSKAYA, Varvara Nikiforovna -- Obstetrician at the Starinskiy District Hospital, Borispol'skiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": ANDRUSHCHENKO, Lyudmila Yakovlevna -- Physician at the city clinical hospital, city of Kiev; KOTKOVA, Klavdiya Ivanovna -- Senior scientific worker at the Institute of Biochemistry of the Academy of Sciences Ukrainian SSR; KUCHER, Nina Vasil'yevna -- Deputy head of the administration of the Ministry of Public Health Ukrainian SSR; RYBKINA, Yekaterina Nikolayevna -- Senior inspector of the Ministry of Public Health of the Ukrainian SSR; UDINTSEVA, Vera Aleksandrovna -- Head physician at the hospital imeni Kalinin, city of Kiev; CHISTYAKOVA, Yekaterina Petrovna -- equipment worker at the chemical-pharmaceutical factory, city of Kiev.
Kirovogradskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: DATSKEVICH, Mariya Ivanovna -- Head physician at Novoprashskiy Rayon Hospital; ODARCHENKO, Natal'ya Ivanovna -- Phthisiologist at the rayon hospital, Aleksandrovskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BOGASHOVA, Mariya Ivanovna -- Head of the obstetrical-assistance medical station at Veliko-Checheliyevok village, Novgorodkovskiy Rayon; TARANENKO, Tat'yana Kondrat'yevna -- Obstetrician at the district hospital of Mlynok village, Omufriyevskiy Rayon.

Krymskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: LESNITSKAYA, Vera Leonidovna -- Head of a department at the Crimea Medical Institute imeni I. V. Stalin; PEREKALINA, Yelizaveta Nikolayevna -- Deputy head physician at "Burevestnik" Sanatorium, city of Yalta.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": NOVIKOVA, Nionila Ivanovna -- Worker at Krasno-Perekopskiy bromine factory; ONOSOVA, Galina Nikolayevna -- Chief of the therapeutic section at the hospital, city of Simferopol'; TITENKO, Anna Stepanovna -- Head of the oblast department of public health.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": PAVLOVA, Mariya Zinov'yevna -- Physician at Sovetskiy Rayon Hospital; FEDOROVA, Aleksandra Aristarkhovna -- Nurse at the "Udarnik" Sanatorium, city of Yevpatoriya.

Luganskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: GUSAK, Vera Romanovna -- Physician at the Kadiyevskiy City Hospital; DOLGOVA, Mariya Pavlovna -- Physician at the oblast hospital; MANZYUK, Yevgeniya Yefimovna -- Physician at Mine 22-4 of "Krasnoluchugol'" trust; MUZYKA, Klavdiya Aleksandrovna -- Head of a department at Luga Medical Institute.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": VOYEVUDSKAYA, Yelena Aleksandrovna -- Physician at the "Donsoda" factory hospital, Lischanskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": VORONINA, Anfisa Grigor'yevna -- Head of a section at Roven'kovskiy Rayon Hospital; MOSKOVETS, Nata Semenovna -- Manager of the oblast pharmacy administration; SULTAN, Vera Fanteleymonovna -- Head physician at the children's hospital, city of Verkhniy, Lischanskiy Rayon.
L'vovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: GAVRILYUK, Anastasiya Akimovna -- Head of a department at L'vov Medical Institute; RODIGINA, Avgusta Mikharlovna -- Head of a department at L'vov Medical Institute.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": VAULINA, Anna Sergeevna -- Chief of the therapeutic section at the military hospital; GEZILO, Galina Feodos'yevna -- Senior surgical nurse at the military hospital; GUSEVA, Valentina Ivanovna -- Physician-surgeon at the military hospital; IGNAT'YEVA, Yevgeniya Konstantinovna -- Nurse of the military unit; KRUSHEL'NITSKAYA, Lyubov' Iosifovna -- Foreman at the chemical-pharmaceutical factory, city of L'vov; LYSENKO, Anastasiya Aleksyevna -- Head of a section at Drogobychskiy Bal'neological Hospital; SISEYKINA, Nina Filippovna -- Senior orderly of the surgical section at the military hospital; TREGUB, Sofiya Ignatyevna -- Senior scientific worker at the Scientific Research Institute of Maternity and Child Protection.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR: MARTYNOVA, Ol'ga Vasil'yevna -- Senior surgical nurse at the military hospital; PLETNEVA, Anna Ivanovna -- Orderly of the surgery section at the military hospital.

Nikolayevskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: DROZDOVICH, Lidiya Ivanovna -- Chief pediatrician of the oblast department of public health.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": LEVADNAYA, Lyubov' Filippovna -- Senior nurse at Nikolayevsk City Hospital No. 1.

Odesskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: ANINA-RADCHENKO, Nina Denisovna -- Director of the Odessa Institute of Epidemiology and Microbiology imeni I. I. Mechnikov; ISAYEVA, Polina Alekseyevna -- Head physician at Polyclinic No. 8, city of Odessa.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BAYDIKOVA, Aleksandra Fedorovna -- Head of the infectious-diseases section at Kodymskiy Rayon Hospital; PANKOVA, Matil'da Zakhar'yevna -- Chief of the Black Sea Water Transport Health Department; SOKOLOVSKAYA, Anastasiya Polikarpovna -- Physician at the oblast clinical hospital.

ORDER OF "BADGE OF HONOR": LEVINA, Tsitsiliya Aleksandrovna -- Head of a department at the Odessa Medical Institute imeni Pirogov.
Poltavskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: ZAPOROZHETS, Aleksandra Pavlovna — Physician at Semenovskiy Rayon Hospital; LINSKAYA, Aleksandra Petrovna — Senior resident physician of the surgery section at the oblast hospital

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": ZABLODSKAYA, Mariya Timofeyevna — Physician-laboratory worker at the clinical sanatorium, city of Galyach.

Rovenskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BUREEOVICH, Mariya Grigor'yevna — Head physician at the district hospital, village of Selitse, Sarnenskiy Rayon; KOVALENKO, Nataliya Vladimirovna — Head physician of Koretskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": VASIL'YEVA, Valentina Yevgrafovna — Physician at the oblast hospital; NIKOL'CHENKA, Aleksandra Mitrofanovna — Chief pediatrician of the oblast.

Stalinskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BABENKO, Yelizaveta Avksent'yevna — Head of the public health department of the executive committee of the oblast Soviet of Workers' Deputies; LYUDOGOVSKAYA, Galina Iosifovna — Deputy head physician of the medical-sanitation unit of the Mine imeni Stalin, city of Gorlovk; MOGILEVSKAYA, Yevgeniya Kuz'minichna — Associate professor at Stalino Medical Institute, city of Stalino; MOZGOVAYA, Mariya Stepanovna — Deputy head physician of the polyclinic at the Makeyevskiy Metallurgy Factory imeni Kirov, city of Makeyevok; POLKANOVA, Nina Adreyevna — Head physician of the polyclinic at Yenakiyevskiy Metallurgy Factory, city of Yenakiyevo; SHADINOVA, Kira Georgiyevna — Head of a section at the hospital, city of Novo-Ekonomiceskoye.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": NIKULINA, O'ga Petrovna — Head of Children's Nursery No. 3, city of Makeyevok.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KOMISSAROVA, Vera Kondrat'yevna — Physician at Slavyanskiy Rayon Hospital; LYAKHOVA, Valentina Petrovna — Head of the children's nursery at the Latugin mine of the Chistyakovantsratsit" Trust, city of Chistyakov; FRANTSUZOVA, Yekaterina Ivanovna — Head of the Zhdanov Department of Public Health; KHALATNIKOVA, Mariya Yakovlevna — Head physician at Hospital No. 1, city of Gorlovka.
Stanislavskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: GIRKINA, Yelena Dem'yanovna -- Physician-roentgenologist at "Krementsy" Sanatorium, Yaremchanskiy Rayon; SHLOPAK, Tat'yana Vladimirovna -- Head of a department at Stanislavskiy Medical Institute; YURCHAK, Galina Vas'ilyevna -- Physician at Obertynskiy Rayon Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": SHANKOVSKAYA, Irina Klimovna -- Head of Trostyanetskiy Medical District, Dolinskiy Rayon.

Sumskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: YEGOROVA, Irina Konstantinovna -- Head physician at the oblast hospital.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: POKHODNYA, Klavdiya Fedorovna -- Head physician at the maternity hospital, city of Sumy; ROZHEVETS'KAYA, Ol'ga Ivanovna -- Obstetrician-gynecologist at Lebedinskiy Rayon Hospital.

Ternopil'skaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KATERUSHKA, Mariya Nikolayevna -- Head physician at Veliko-Dederkal'skiy Rayon Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": VYGOVSKAYA, Antonina Stepanovna -- Head of the surgery section at Zaleshchitskiy Rayon Hospital; TROKHIMENKO, Zorina Ivanovna -- Head of the Dychkovskiy obstetrical-assistance medical station, Veliko-Borkovskiy Rayon.

Khar'kovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: ANGARSKAYA, Mariya Andreyevna -- Director of the Khar'kov Scientific-Research Chemical-Pharmaceutical Institute; CHERKAS, Galina Petrovna -- Director of the Khar'kov Scientific-Research Institute of Vaccines and Sera imeni Mechnikov.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KOVALENKO, Polina Ivanovna -- Director of the Ukrainian Scientific-Research Psychoneurological Institute, city of Khar'kov; MALAYA, Lyubov'Trofimovna -- Head of a department at the Khar'kov Medical Institute.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": SIGANUR, Polina Dmitriyevna -- Head physician at the First Khar'kov Tuberculosis Dispensary; TOPCHIY, Galina Aleksandrovna -- Head of a section at the Barbenkovskiy Rayon Hospital; TSEREZHINSKAYA, Anna Vas'ilyevna -- Head of a section at the Chuguyevskiy Rayon Hospital.
MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": FOMINA, Valentina Vasil'yevna -- Physician of Barovskiy District, Zmiyevskiy Rayon; KHARCHENKO, Lyudmila Grigor'yevna -- Physician at oblast Hospital No. 1.
ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: BUDNITSKAYA-PAVLOVA, Yevgeniya Vladimirovna -- Senior scientific worker at the Institute of Biochemistry imeni A. N. Bakha, Academy of Sciences USSR; LEBEDEVA, Zinaida Aleksandrovna -- Head of a section at the Central Tuberculosis Institute, Academy of Medical Sciences USSR.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": POZDNYAKOVA, Natal'ya Semenovna -- Staff worker of the CC CPSU.

Khersonskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: SAFRONENKO, Galina Dionisovna -- Chief obstetrician-gynecologist of the oblast department of public health; TITENKO, Mariya Illarionovna -- Head of the surgery section at the Kherson City Hospital No. 2.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KONonenko, Praskoviya Stepanovna -- Physician-laboratory worker at the Verkhne-Rogachinskiy Rayon Hospital; KHALAMOVA, Yekaterina Mikhailovna -- Chairman of the oblast committee of the Trade-Union of Medical Workers.

Khmel'nitskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: GRIGOR'YEVA, Yekaterina Stepanovna -- Head physician at the oblast antituberculosis dispensary; FORCHINSKAYA, Lidiya Grigor'yevna -- Head of the Khrolinskiy Rural District Hospital, Shpetovskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": GORODSKAYA, Bronislava Ivanovna -- Head physician at the city hospital, city of Khmel'nitskiy.

Cherkasskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: YEMETS, Klavdiya Grigor'yevna -- Director of the Cherkasskaya Oblast Blood-Transfusion Station; ICHENSKAYA, Aleksandra Yakovlevna -- Head of the Umanskiy Children's Consultation.
Chernigovskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: KULIKOVA, Klavdiya Khrisanfovna — Head physician at the Chernigovskiy Oblast Hospital; LUK'YANCHUK, Lidiya Fedorovna — Head physician-pediatrician of the oblast department of public health.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KRIVENKO, Natal'ya Maksimovna — Epidemiologist at the Chernigovskiy City Sanitation-Epidemiological Station; KURBANGALEYEVA, Irina Gavrilovna — Head of a section at Gorodnyanskiy Rayon Hospital.

Chernovitskaya Oblast

ORDER OF LENIN: LEBEDEVA, Yelena Vasil'yevna — Head of the medical district of Mikhal'chich Village, Chernovitskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: SOKOL, Aleksandra Semenovna — Deputy director of the scientific and educational unit of Chernovitskiy Medical Institute.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": GUSAK, Valentina Vasil'yevna — Head of the oblast department of public health.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": DREL', Sara Davydovna — Head of a polyclinic section at the Second City Children's Hospital, city of Chernovtsy.

BELORUSSIAN SSR

ORDER OF LENIN: GERASIMOVA, Yekaterina Yefimovna — Head physician of Gomel'skiy Polyclinic No. 8.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: AKIMOVA, Valentina Yakovlevna — Head physician at the "Ostroshitskiy Gorodok" republic children's tuberculosis sanatorium; BEKESHKO, Vera Petrovna — Head of Tele-shovskiy Rayon Hospital, Slavgorodskiy Rayon, Mogilevskaya Oblast; BIRICH, Tat'yana Vasil'yevna — Head of the department of eye diseases, manager of the clinic at the Minsk Medical Institute; DENISOVA, Mariya Vladimirovna — Head of the Vitebskaya Oblast Department of Public Health; KIRYUSHKINA, Tat' yana Ivanovna — Head of Batsevichkiy Hospital, Klichevskiy Rayon, Moskovskaya Oblast; KOTOVICH, Mariya Ivanovna — Head of the Minskaya Oblast Department of Public Health; KRUPLININA, Mariya Sergeyevna — Chief of the eye section at the military hospital; KULESHA, Ol'ga Stanislavovna — Physician at the First Clinical Hospital, city of Minsk; LEMESHONOK, Sof'ya Aleksandrovna — Deputy head physician at Bobruyskiy City Hospital, Mogilevskaya Oblast; MARTYNOVA, Nina Zakharovna — Head of
Dudichskiy Rural District Hospital, Checherskiy Rayon, Gomel'skaya Oblast; POVAROVA, Mariya Yemelyanovna -- Head physician at the Malechskiy District Hospital, Pruzhanskiy Rayon, Brestovskaya Oblast; POZNYAK, Ol'ga Adamovna -- Physician-pediatrician at the Radunskiy Rayon Hospital, Grodno Oblast; SEMAK, Nina Yakovlevna -- Head of the Krasno-Berezhskiy District Hospital, Zhlobinskiy Rayon, Gomel'skaya Oblast; TRUSOVA, Mariya Vasil'yevna -- Head of the Mogilevskaya Oblast Department of Public Health; KHIMAKOVA, Viktoria Ivanovna -- Head physician at the republic hospital of the Ministry of Public Health Belorussian SSR.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": VEKSHINA, Anna Alekseyevna -- Deputy head physician at the First Soviet Hospital, city of Borisov, Minskaya Oblast; MEDVEDEVA, Gafira Antonovna -- Head of the department of pathologic physiology at the Vitebskiy Medical Institute; ROZHKOVA, Valentina Georgiyevna -- Head obstetrician-gynecologist of the Gomel'skaya Oblast Department of Public Health; TUFOTA, Antonina Yakovlevna -- Physician-pediatrician at Kruglyanskiy Hospital, Belynichskiy Rayon, Mogilevskaya Oblast; FEDNOVA, Taisiya Ivanovna -- Ambulance driver at the Mogilevskaya Oblast Hospital.

ORDER OF "BADGE OF HONOR": BUDZIS, Viktoria Iosifovna -- Senior surgical nurse of the surgery section at a hospital, Gomel'skaya Oblast; DOBROVOL'SKAYA, Anna Ivanovna -- Senior nurse at a hospital, Minskaya Oblast; KRYLOVA, Antonina Timofeyevna -- Head physician at the Baranovichskiy Children's Hospital, Brestskaya Oblast; KULESHOVA, Antonina Timofeyevna -- Head physician at the Baranovichskiy Children's Hospital, Brestskaya Oblast; KUTENKO, Valentina Fedorovna -- Orderly at the Second Clinical Hospital, city of Minsk; NEFEDOVA, Yelena Nikitichna -- Physician-pediatrician of the polyclinic UVD -- Administration of Internal Affairs of the executive committee of the Grodzenskaya Oblast Soviet of Workers' Deputies; POLYANSKAYA, Larisa Aleksandrovna -- Head of the obstetrical section at Voronovskiy Rayon Hospital, Grodzenskaya Oblast; RYBINA, Aleksandra Kondrat'yevna -- Senior nurse of the surgery section at a hospital, Grodzenskaya Oblast.

UZBEK SSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: ABDULLAYEVA, Nasiba Abdullayevna -- Physician at the City Infectious-Disease Hospital No. 5 of Kirovskiy Rayon, city of Tshkent; PAVLOVA, Ol'ga Nikolayevna -- Head of a department at the Tashkent Medical Institute.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": BYKOVA, Antonina Mikhaylovna -- Deputy head physician of Voroshilovskiy Rayon Hospital, Andizhanskaya Oblast; GAZINA, Fayza Abdullayevna -- Physician at the Dzhambayskiy Rayon Hospital, Samarkandskaya Oblast; ISHANKHOZHAJEVA, Abida -- Head physician at Polyclinic No. 17, city of Tashkent; ISHMURATOVA,
Mukhabat Muratovna — Physician-pediatrician at the Angrenskiy City Hospital, Tashkentskaya Oblast; KULIDZHANOVA, Masuma — Deputy head physician at the Karshi City Hospital, Surkhan-Dar'inskaya Oblast; NEKITINA, Tat'yana Alekseyevna — Physician at the Khodzheylianskiy City Hospital, Kara-Kalpakskaya ASSR; SWISHNIKOVA, Yevasol'yiya Konstantinovna — Chief of the therapeutic section at the Tashkent Military Hospital; UBAVDULLAYEVA, Kholidkho'n — Physician at a hospital of Chustskiy Rayon, Ferganskaya Oblast; USMANOVA, Khalima — Head physician of a maternity hospital of Leninskiy Rayon, Andizhanskaya Oblast; KHODZHAYEVA, Lola Niyazmetovna — Head of the surgical section at Khivinskiy City Hospital, Khorezmskaya Oblast.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BOBRINA, Klavdiya Grigor'yevna — Deputy Minister of Public Health, Uzbek SSR; BUSLAYEVA, Varvara Petrovna — Head physician at the sanitation-epidemiological station, city of Turtkul', Kara-Kalpakskaya ASSR; ZALYADINOV, Raisu Gara-futdinovna — Head physician of the medical union of Markhamatskiy Rayon, Andzhanskaya Oblast; ZEMSKOVA, Antonina Antonovna — Senior nurse at the Bukharskaya Oblast Hospital; ZUKHRE, Simen-Azar daughter of Asker — Chief of the chemical shop at the Tashkent Chemical-Pharmaceutical Factory; KUZMETSOVA, Yevdokiya Petrovna — Head of a polyclinic at the Krasnoyarsk settlement, Yangi-Abadskiy Rayon, Tashkentskaya Oblast; CHURAYEVA, Liliya Gerfanovna — Obstetrician-gynecologist at the Bukharskaya Oblast Department of Public Health.

KAZAKH SSR

ORDER OF LENIN: ANTONOVA, Aleksandra Danilovna — Head physician at Children's United Hospital, city of Pavlodar; BAZANOVA, Nayla Urugulovna — Chairman of the section of biological and medical sciences at the Academy of Sciences Kazakh SSR; BOROVIK, Anna Aleksandrovna — Equipment worker at the Chimkentskay Chemical-Pharmaceutical Factory, Yuzhno-Kazakhstanskaya Oblast.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: AGZAMOVA, Zbira — Physician at the rayon tuberculosis dispensary, Uilskiy Rayon, Aktubinskaya Oblast; BOGDANOVA, Anna Alekseyevna — Head physician at the city hospital, city of Karaganda; ZHAKENOVA, Izatema Sadyrbayevna — Head physician at Alma-Ata City Clinical Hospital No. 1; KAZBEKOVA, Magrifa Murzagulovna — Head of the infectious-diseases section at Balkhashkiy City United Hospital, Karagandinskaya Oblast; KATERINICH, Valentina Trofinovna — Physician-pediatrician at the Petrovskovsky Children's Hospital No. 2; LOSOVA, Anna Varfolomeyevna — Head obstetrician-gynecologist of the Dzhambulskaya Oblast Department of Public Health; MEKLENBURTSEVA, Yevgeniya Nikolayevna — Physician-therapeutist at the Chimkentskaya Oblast Hospital; TIUNOVA, Aleksandra Nikolayevna —
Head physician of the pulmonary-surgery hospital at the "Borovoye" Health Resort, Shchuchinskiy Rayon, Kokchetavskaya Oblast.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": ABDULLINA, Toyan — Head of the physiotherapy room at the Gur'yevskaya Oblast Hospital; YEVDOKIMOVA, Valentina Moyseyevna — Physician-phthisiologist at the city hospital, city of Ust'-Kamenogorsk; ZHANAYDAROVA, Gul'dzhian Akhmerzhanovna — Assistant professor of a department at the Karaganda Medical Institute; KARTABAYEVA, Betiya Zhetpysbayevna — Head physician at the Dzhangildinskii Rayon Hospital, Kustanayskaya Oblast; KISMAN, Lidiya Alekseyevna — Head physician at the Michurinskiy District Hospital, Ruzayevskiy Rayon, Kokchetavskaya Oblast; LANDYSHEVA, Valentina Mikhaylovna — Head physician at the Akzhal'skiy Hospital, Zhambylskiy Rayon, Semipalatinskaya Oblast; NIKIFOROVA, Olgga Georgiyevna — Senior resident physician of the therapeutic section at the clinical hospital, city of Karaganda; USENOVA, Kapiya — Head of the obstetrical-assistance medical station at the Kolhoz imeni Dzhangildina, Dzhambulan'skiy Rayon, Alma-Atinskaya Oblast; TSOY, Tamara — Head of a department at the Alma-Ata Medical Institute; TSOLIO, Taisiya — Nurse at the rayon hospital of the Taushik settlement, Mangistauskiy Rayon, Gur'yevskaya Oblast; NIL'PIYEVA, Ryszhan Nurakimovna — Surgeon at the Akchatauskiy Hospital, Chetskiy Rayon, Karagandinskaya Oblast; ZHANABILOVA, Shakhida Galiyevna — Head physician at the Kzyl-Ordinskiy Maternity Hospital; ILFIBISOVA, Galina Nuriyevna — Senior nurse at the Pavlodarskaya Oblast Venereal-Disease Dispensary; KARADZHAYEVA, Khabiba — Head of the obstetrical-assistance medical station at the Veliko-Aleksyeyevskii Sovkhoz, Pakhta-Aral'skiy Rayon, Yuzhno-Kazakhstanskaya Oblast; KIRINA, Yuliya Vasil'evna — Pediatrician-pediatrician at the Kustanayskiy Children's Union, Kustanayskaya Oblast; KIRINA, Yuliya Vasil'evna — Nurse of the surgery section at the Second Akmolinsk City Hospital; KRYLOVA, Nina Grigoriyevna — Physician-stomatologist at Balkhashskii Rayon Hospital, Alma-Atinskaya Oblast; KRYM-SHAMKHALOVA, Dzhamila Borisovna — Head physician at the oblast tuberculosisis dispensary, city of Kokchetav; LOZHKOV, Natal'ya Stepanovna — Senior surgical nurse at the republic hospital for invalids of the Patriotic War, city of Alma-Ata; MASYUK, Al'bina Matveyevna — Obstetrician at Kzyl-Askerskiy Sovkhoz, Prishimskiy Rayon, Severo-Kazakhstanskaya Oblast; NERHAYEVA, Mariya Il'inichna — Nurse at Children's Nursery No. 2, city of Aktyubinsk; SILANT'YEVA, Galina Stepanovna — Physician, obstetrician-gynecologist at Yesilskii Rayon Hospital, Akmolinskaya Oblast; SOROKINA, Yelizaveta Nikitichna — Orderly at the Leninogorsk City Hospital, Vostochno-Kazakhstanskaya Oblast; FILIPPOVA, Anna Ivanovna — Head physician.
at the oblast hospital, city of Semipalatinsk; FOMENKO, Valentina Fedorovna -- Head physician at the Ural'skiy Infant Home, Zapedno-Kazakhstanskaya Oblast; CHICHKINA, Valentina Ivanovna -- Physician-therapist at Denezhskiy Rayon Hospital, Guryevskaya Oblast; SHAL'SKAYA, Anastasiya Prokhorovna -- Head physician at the tuberculosis dispensary, city of Taldy-Kurgan, Alma-Atinskaya Oblast.

GEORGIAN SSR

ORDER OF LENIN: DZHAVAKHISHVILI, Nina Aleksandra -- Director of the Scientific Research Institute of Morphology, Academy of Sciences Georgian SSR.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: ALAVERDASHVILI, Anna Konstantinovna -- Head of the hospital at Arboshika Village, Tsiteltskaroykskiy Rayon; BOKERIYA, Mariya Severianovna -- Head of a department at the Institute for the Advanced Training of Physicians, city of Tbilisi; ESHBA, Dominika Fominichna -- Head of a section at the oncological dispensary, city of Sukhumi.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": BAKURADZE, Yekaterina Irakliyevna -- Obstetrician's assistant at a hospital of Lenetkhskiy Rayon; BARATASHVILI, Tamara Danilovna -- Senior surgical nurse at a military hospital; LOMSADZE, Meri Samsonovna -- Head physician at the Akhaldabskiy Hospital Out-patient Clinic, Borzhomskiy Rayon.

AZERBAYZHAND SSR

ORDER OF LENIN: BAGIROVA, Zinaida Ivanovna -- Head physician at the oblast antituberculosiis dispensary, city of Stepanakort; MUSABEKOVA, Umnisu Suleyman kyzy -- Professor, head of a department at the Azerbaydzhan State Medical Institute imeni N. Narimanov.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: ASADOVA, Kyzbes Zhul'fugar kyzy -- Head physician at the Third City Polyclinic, city of Baku; AKHUNDOVA-BAGIRBEKOVA, Sona Khanum Abdul kyzy -- Head of a department at the Azerbaydzhan Institute for the Advanced Training of Physicians; KERIMOVA, Barat Abdulla kyzy -- Head physician at the Ninth Polyclinic, city of Baku; SLUCHENKOVA, Feoktista Grigor'yevna -- Head physician at Children's Hospital No. 5, city of Baku.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": AMBARTSUMYAN, Satenik Gyandzhumovna -- Head of children's consultation, Stepanakertskiy Rayon.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": AZIZOVA, Firuza Azhdar kyzy -- Head of the out-patient clinic at Zire Village, Artemovskiy Rayon; ALEKSANDROVA, Vera Ivanovna -- Deputy head of the Department of Public
Health of the executive committee of the Baku City Soviet of Workers' Deputies; ALLAKHVERDOVA, Varya Astsaturovna -- Head of a district hospital of Martuninskiy Rayon; BABA-ZADE, Amina-Ilyas kyzy -- Chairman of the Central Committee of the Red Crescent Society of the Azerbaydzhan SSR; DENISOVA, Vera Vasil'evna -- Physician at Gadrutkiy Rayon Hospital; ZAYTSEVA, Nina Alekseyevna -- Nurse at the okrug military hospital; MUSTAFAYEVA, Iglima Dadash kyzy -- Head physician at a children's hospital of Kubinskiy Rayon; POPOVSKAYA, Anna Seliverstovna -- Physician at the polyclinic, Red-Banner Caspian Flotilla; RUINTAN, Leyla Isfandiyar kyzy -- Physician at Shemakhinskiy Children's Hospital; YUSUBOVA, Sakina Feyzulla kyzy -- Physician at the polyclinic, city of Mingechaur.

LITHUANIAN SSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: YANKEVICHYUTE, Yurate Kazimirovna -- Associate professor of the department of pathologic anatomy at Kaunasskiy Medical Institute.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": TEKORENE, Elena Yuozovna -- Head of Panomunskiy Hospital, Shakyayskiy Rayon; YANUSHKEVICHENE, Genriyeta Gabriyelevna -- Head of the children's section at the republic clinical hospital, city of Kaunas.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": VORONTSOVA, Larisa Aleksandrovna -- Head of the microbiology laboratory of the Institute of Sanitation and Hygiene; URBANAVICHYUTE, Regina Vatslavovna -- Head physician at Nemenchinskiy Hospital; YANAVICHENE, Urshule Yurgevna -- Nurse at Vilkavishkskiy Rayon Hospital.

MOLDAVIAN SSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KOROVINA, Tamara Vladimirovna -- Associate professor at Kishinevskiy Medical Institute; MALYGINA, Vera Andreyevna -- Deputy Minister of Public Health of the Moldavian SSR; PARFENOVA, Nadezhda Vasil'evna -- Physician at Tarakliyskiy Rayon Hospital; STYTSYUK, Vera Avramovna -- Head of the surgery section at the hospital of the Medical-Sanitation Administration of the Ministry of Public Health, Moldavian SSR; USANOVA, Vera Ivanovna -- Physician-gynecologist at Nisporenskiy Rayon Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": ABERLYAN, Anna Nikolayevna -- Nurse at a hospital, city of Kishinev; GORDEYEVA, Nadezhda Trofimovna -- Head physician at the republic children's hospital, city of Kishinev.
LATVIAN SSR

ORDER OF LENIN: LIYEDE, Milda Aleksandrovna -- Head of a section at Liepaya Antituberculosis Dispensary, Latvian SSR.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KONDRATENKO, Valentina Fedorovna -- Head of a section at a polyclinic of the Ministry of Public Health, Latvian SSR; KRUMBEG, Liyesma Yur'yevna -- Physician at Health Resort No. 1 of Komer'; MATOKHINA, Ninel' Mikhaylovna -- Head technologist at Riga Medical Drug Factory; MOLCHANOV, Mariya Luk'yanovna -- Head physician at Hospital No. 1 of the Ministry of Public Health, Latvian SSR; SHELEMINA, Zinaida Nikitichna -- Head physician at a polyclinic of the Ministry of Public Health, Latvian SSR.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": ALEKSANDROVA, Nina Spiridonovna -- Senior resident physician at polyclinic No. 5 of Riga City Hospital; BUSH, Tamara Andreyevna -- Chairman of the Central Committee of the Red Cross Society of the Latvian SSR; DOMBUR, Marta Yanovna -- Chairman of the Latvian Republic Committee of the Trade-Union of Medical Workers; IVANOVA, Yelizaveta Vasil'yevna -- Senior nurse at a hospital, city of Riga; KENTSE, Emma Fritsevna -- Pharmacist-prescription filler at a pharmacy in the city of Balmayer; KOVSH, Ol'ga Yakovlevna -- Deputy director for educational and scientific work at Riga Medical Institute.

KIRZHIZ SSR

ORDER OF LENIN: ANOKHINA, Tat'yana Ivanovna -- Head physician at Kirovskiy Rayon Hospital; ODYNETS, Raisu Nikolayevna -- Professor, head of a laboratory at the Institute of Zoology and Parasitology, Academy of Sciences Kirzhiz SSR.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: GOLUBEVA, Galina Viktorovna -- Head physician at Kyzyl-Kiyskiy City Hospital, Oshkaya Oblast; IBRAHIMOVA, Rozaliya Ikhsanovna -- Head of the department of faculty therapy at the Kirghiz Medical Institute; IBRAYEVA, Azima -- Head obstetrician-gynecologist at Tyan'-Shan'skaya Oblast Department of Public Health; SHALAVINA, Zoya Fedorovna -- Chief of the department of therapeutic-prophylactic aid to children and mothers, Ministry of Public Health Kirzhiz SSR.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": KAZAKOVA, Tat'yana Nikolayevna -- Physician-therapist, chief of the therapeutic section at the military sanatorium, Turkestan Military Okrug; KACHKYNCHIYEVA, Talaybyubya -- Obstetrician at "Kara-Kudzhur" Hospital, Kockorskii Rayon, Tyan'-Shan'skaya Oblast; POKROVSKAYA, Tat'yana Ivanovna -- Assistant professor of the department of pediatrics at Kirghiz State Medical Institute.
MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": SERIKOVA, Anastasiya Kornilovna — Orderly at Frunzenskiy City Hospital of Infectious Diseases.

TADZHIK SSR

ORDER OF LENIN: KHAKIMOVA, Sof'ya Khafizovna — Doctor of Medical Sciences, head of the department of obstetrics and gynecology at Stalinabad Medical Institute imeni Abu-Ali-ibn-Sin.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: GOROVENKO, Galina Fedorovna — Physician at Shakhzinauskii District Hospital, Gissarskiy Rayon; IVANOVA, Yelizaveta Grigor'evna — Head physician-pediatrician of Leninabad Oblast; KASYMOVA, Zumrat Saidovna — Head of a department at Stalinabad Medical Institute imeni Abu-Ali-ibn-Sin; XAYUMOVA, Mukhabat Kayumovna — Head of the neural section at Leninabad Oblast Hospital.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": OBRAZTOVA, Zoya Mikhaylovna — Head physician at Dzhilikul'skiy District Hospital, Kolkhozabadskiy Rayon.

MEDAL FOR LABOR VALOR: YAKOVLEVA, Antonina Stepanovna — Senior nurse of the physiotherapy section at the military hospital.

ARMENIAN SSR

ORDER OF LENIN: VARTAZARYAN, Arshaluys Mkrtichevna — Deputy head physician at the antituberculosis dispensary, city of Yerevan.

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: GALSTYAN, Amaliya Stepanovna — Secretary of the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet Armenian SSR; KATANYAN, Al'ma Aleksandrovna — Head of a department at the medical institute, city of Yerevan; MARTIROSYAN, Grunya Mkrtichevna — Physician at a hospital of Gukasyanskiy Rayon.

ORDER OF "THE BADGE OF HONOR": BABAYAN, Roza Tigranovna — Physician at Dilishanskiy City Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": AZATYAN, Ofelya Azatovna — Head of children's consultation, Ashtarakskiy Rayon; ARUTYUKYAN, Varsenik Levonovna — Head of the obstetrical dispensary at Bzovdal village, Kirovakan'skiy Rayon; BABAYAN, Goar Gevorkovna — Nurse at Azizbekovskiy Rayon; MADATYAN-DZHANYAN, Aytesnik Ovanovna — Physician at a sanatorium of "Arzni" Health Resort, Kotaykskiy Rayon; STEPANOVA, Yevdokiya Vasil'evna — Senior nurse at a hospital.
TÜRKMEN SSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KARMASHOVA, Zoya Vladimirovna -- Physician at Takhtinskiy Rayon Hospital, Tashauzskaya Oblast; NOVIKOVA, Nadezhda Aleksandrovna -- Chief of a specialized section of the okrug hospital of the border forces, Turmenskiy Okrug; YUSHTINA, Zinaida Mikhailovna -- Physician at a polyclinic of the Ministry of Public Health, Turkmen SSR.

ORDER OF THE "BADGE OF HONOR": BABAYEVA, Aksoltan -- Head of a department of the Institute of Zoology and Parasitology, Academy of Science Turkmen SSR; DURSUNOVA, Sachli Muradovna -- Head of a clinical department at the Ashkhabad Institute of Epidemiology and Hygiene; ZHUKOVSKAYA, Ol'ga Ivanovna -- Head physician at Maryyskaya Oblast Hospital of Infectious Diseases.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KULIYEVA, Khadzhariibibi -- Obstetrician at Gasan-Kuliyskiy Rayon Hospital; MAL'YANTS, Yevgeniya Yefremovna -- Senior nurse at the Ashkhabad Military Hospital; MOSKOVSKAYA, Margarita Viktorovna -- Honored physician-surgeon at a hospital, Maryyskaya Oblast; YASHENKOVA, Aleksandra Prokof'yevna -- Deputy head physician at Tel'manskiy Rayon Hospital, Tashauzskaya Oblast.

ESTONIAN SSR

ORDER OF LABOR RED BANNER: KRULL', Lilliya Karlovna -- Head of the infectious-diseases section at a hospital, city of Akhtme, Iykhvinskiy Rayon; LIIN, Yukhanna Yukhanovna -- Head of the Pyukshyarveskiy Rural Out-Patient Clinic, El'vaskiy Rayon; SYRMUS, Leydu Vol'demarovna -- Physician-therapist at the Fourth Republic Hospital.

MEDAL "FOR LABOR VALOR": KYAYARI, Khald'ya Ottovna -- Head physician at Tartuskiy Clinical Children's Hospital; PRYUGER, Kholone Georgiyevna -- Nurse at Tallin City Children's Hospital; SOKOLENSKAYA, Melaniya Stepanovna -- Senior surgical nurse at the military hospital, city of Tallin; STEPANOVA, Lina Martyrova -- Head physician at the republic sanitation-epidemiology station.